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Abstract

For more than a decade, APO d.o.o. has been engaged in preparations which might
lead to establishment of a radioactive waste repository on Trgovska Gora, suitable for
disposal of low and intennediate level waste (LILW) from the nuclear power plant

Kr9ko. A recent product of theses activities is the preliminary safety assessment report
(PSAR) for the proposed repository. In addition to an extensive overview of the
repository project status, this preliminary SAR describes how the safety assessment
methodology is used to demonstrate that a LILW facility will comply with
radiological protection and safety requirements after the repository closure.
LELW repository is designed to isolate waste from the environment for a couple
hundred years in a reasonably efficient manner. It is generally not practicable to grant
full waste contaim-nent throughout that period, because it suffices to demonstrate that
radionuclide release and migration will remain below acceptable levels, which is
achieved through safety assessment scenarios, modeling and calculations. However,
with very limited repository specific data, safety assessment can only produce a
conservative estimate of the upper bounds of potential exposures the repository could
inflict. This PSAR arrives at such estimates in two different ways: (a) by simple
bounding calculations and (b) through more sophisticated modeling and application of
dedicated computer codes, but with similar conservative assumptions.
Both approaches conservatively estimate that the highest potential dose to a nearby
resident cannot significantly exceed the dose constraint of 0.2 mSv per year. Only in
case of inadvertent intrusion into the near-surface disposal vault, much higher doses

might be inflicted immediately after the planned institutional control of 250 years
expires, but that can be prevented by a longer control period. Despite the preliminary

and bounding style of the calculations, the PSAR has identified most important
assumptions and input parameters which should be reconsidered or better determined

as soon as possi ible, indicating the priorities on which repository development further

planning should concentrate.
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